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“What happens to an offender after conviction isWhat happens to an offender after conviction is 
the least understood, the most fraught with 
irrational discrepancies, and the most in need of 
improvement of any phase in our criminal justice 
system.”

United States v. Waters 
(457, F.2d 722 [D.C. Cir.1970])



“a bizarre ‘nonsystem’ of extravaganta bizarre nonsystem  of extravagant 
powers confided to variable and 
essentially unregulated judges, 
keepers, and parole officers.”



Determinate sentencingDeterminate sentencing
Sentencing guidelines
Mandatory minimum sentencesMandatory minimum sentences
Three-strikes-and-you’re-out laws
Truth in sentencing statutesTruth-in-sentencing statutes



More punitive, more effective, and fairerMore punitive, more effective, and fairer 
sentence outcomes



Are sentences today more punitive than theyAre sentences today more punitive than they 
were in the past?
If so, has this punitiveness translated into , p
reductions in crime?
Are sentences today fairer or more equitable y q
than they were in the past? 



Two approachesTwo approaches 
Compare sentences before and after adoption of 
reforms
Compare the numbers and percentages of people 
incarcerated today with imprisonment statistics from 
earlier yearsearlier years

Two approaches rely on different data but lead 
to similar conclusionsto similar conclusions



Percent of offenders incarcerated, 1984-2006Percent of offenders incarcerated, 1984 2006
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1973-mid-1980s1973 mid 1980s
Borderline offenders given prison rather than 
probation

1985 to 1992
Greater likelihood of incarceration and longer 

t f d ff dsentences for drug offenders
1993 onward

G l l th i f i t h iGeneral lengthening of prison sentences: emphasis 
shifted from “lock ‘em up” to “throw away the key”



Blumstein & Beck (2004)Blumstein & Beck (2004)
88% of the tripling of the prison population from 1980 to 
1996 could be explained by changes in imposition of 
punishmentpunishment

51% due to greater likelihood of incarceration after conviction
37% due to longer prison sentences

USSC (2004: 76)
“Changes in sentencing policy occurring since the mid-
1980s—both the increasing proportion of offenders1980s—both the increasing proportion of offenders 
receiving prison time and the average length of time 
served—have been a dominant factor contributing to the 
growth in the federal prison population”growth in the federal prison population



There is convincing evidence that guidelines g g
produced more uniform, more consistent 
sentences in state courts(Ashford & Mosbaek, 
1991;Knapp 1984; Kramer &1991;Knapp, 1984; Kramer & 
Lubitz,1985;Stolzenberg & D’Allessio, 1994)
Evidence from studies of federal sentenceEvidence from studies of federal sentence 
outcomes is “mixed” (Hofer, et al.,1999), but 
weight of evidence suggests that federal 

t l i bl i t id lisentences are less variable in post-guideline era 
(Anderson, et al., 1999; but see Kautt, 2002; 
Spohn, 2005)Spo , 005)



Research on federal sentence outcomes
Blacks and Hispanics sentenced more harshly than whitesBlacks and Hispanics sentenced more harshly than whites, 
either for all offenses or some types of offenses (Albonetti, 
1997; Spohn, 2000; Steffensmeier & Demuth, 2000)
Racial minorities less likely to receive downward departuresRacial minorities less likely to receive downward departures 
for providing substantial assistance (Hartley, Maddan & 
Spohn, 2007; Maxfield & Kramer, 1998; USSC, 1995) 
Racial minorities got smaller sentence discounts forRacial minorities got smaller sentence discounts for 
substantial assistance departures (Hartley, Maddan & Spohn, 
2007; Maxfield & Kramer, 1998)
Females receive more lenient sentences than males ) andFemales receive more lenient sentences than males ) and 
are more likely than males to get substantial assistance 
departures(Albonetti, 1997, 2002; Mustard, 2001, Stacey & 
Spohn, 2006p ,



Research in States with Sentencing Guidelines
In Pennsylvania, blacks received harsher sentences than whites 
(Kramer & Steffensmeier; Ulmer, 1997; Ulmer & Kramer, 1996)
In Washington, blacks less likely than whites to benefit from 
departures (Washington State Sentencing Guidelines p ( g g
Commission,1987) and Hispanic drug offenders received more 
severe sentences than white drug offenders (Engen & Steen, 2000)
Young black and Hispanic males sentenced more severely in Miami 
(Spohn & Holleran, 2000) and young black males sentenced more ( p , ) y g
severely in Pennsylvania (Steffensmeier, et al.,1998)
But research in Minnesota generally found that race did not affect 
sentence severity (Dixon, 1995; Miethe & Moore, 1986; Frase, 
1993))
Females sentenced more leniently than males in Florida (Spohn & 
Beichner, 2000), Pennsylvania (Ulmer & Kramer, 1996), Minnesota 
(Frase, 1993) and Washington (Engen & Steen, 2000)



Federal and state sentencing guidelines haveFederal and state sentencing guidelines have 
not eliminated disparities based on 
race/ethnicity, sex, and other legally irrelevant 
offender characteristics



Sentences today are more punitive than theySentences today are more punitive than they 
were in the past
This punitiveness has not produced the p p
predicted reduction in crime
Sentences overall are more uniform but 
racial/ethnic and sex disparities in sentencing 
have not been eliminated



Evaluations of the impact of recent changes to p g
mandatory minimum sentencing statutes in 
Michigan, New York and elsewhere
C i f idi i f i il lComparisons of recidivism rates for similarly 
situated offenders who receive different types of 
punishmentpunishment
Studies of sentence outcomes in jurisdictions 
with sentencing guidelines pre- and post-Booker
Research on degree to which discretion has 
shifted from judges to prosecutors 


